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       Dielectric Theory on the Interfacial Polarization 

                   for Two-Phase Mixtures 

                               Tetsuya  HANAI* 

                                (Gotoh Laboratory) 

                              Received February 10, 1962 

      Theoretical considerations are made on the interfacial polarization for two-phase mix-
   tures, especially for spherical dispersions. 

      The general solutions of the Maxwell and the Wagner theory are derived, showing 
   that the dielectric dispersion due to the interfacial polarization is characterized by a single 

   relaxation time. 
      A new theory of the interfacial polarization is developed on the assumption that the 

   Wagner equation holds for an infinitesimally increasing process in concentration of the 
   dispersion system. 

      Both the Wagner and the new theory are able to interpret considerable changes in the 
   dielectric properties on phase inversion of emulsions. 

      Numerical considerations of the theoretical formulas are given for some cases of practical 
   interest. The Maxwell theory is of no use for spherical dispersion systems, though this 

   theory may be valid for two-phase mixtures in a stratified structure. The Wagner theory 
   is valid qualitatively for usual emulsions, being of no use for nitrobenzene-in-water emul-
   sions. The new theory is valid not only for usual emulsions but also for nitrobenzene-

   in-water emulsions. From the numerical considerations, it is elucidated that the magnitude 
   of the dielectric dispersion depends strongly on the relationship among dielectric constants 
   and conductivities of the dispersion medium and the disperse phase. 

    List of Symbols 
8, ic, 8*, ,c*, y: the dielectric constant, the electrical conductivity, the complex 

 dielectric constant, the complex conductivity and the imaginary part of the com-

 plex dielectric constantt of the dispersion systemrespectively. Symbols with the 
 subscript m or p such as E9., ,cnz, rm.*, km*, and y„y or bp, ,cp, rp*, icp*, and yp, refer 

 to the continuous medium or to the disperse phase respectively. 
    The following relations hold among the above quantities: 

6*= . is*=6+-----q 1c=6—j7,(1) 
         ~cojw 

Em* =,c,,*=62,,,+- ~c~n=Enr-27(2) 
 and 

            6p*—w 
               jo 

          kp*—Ep+]lcp=by—i7v,(3) 
 where co is the angular frequency, j = ,/ -1 , numerical factor q= 112.94 x10" and 

t The imaginary part — -k of the complex dielectric constant is usually denoted by &". In 
     this paper a symbol y is used instead of 6" in order to avoid confusions in complicated 

      expressions. 
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the conductivities are expressed in  a/cm units. 
Ch : the volume fraction of the disperse phase . 
&n, ei : the limiting values of & at higher and lower frequencies respectively. 

i , IC1 the limiting values of k at higher and lower frequencies respectively. 

      the relaxation time of a dielectric dispersion. 

                           1. INTRODUCTION 

   It is known theoretically as well as experimentally that a heterogeneous struc-

ture of material gives rise to a dielectric dispersion, which is so-called interfacial 

polarization. 
   A possibility of the dielectric dispersion caused by a heterogeneous structure 

of dielectrics was first pointed out theoretically by Maxwell" by means of a 

stratified model. In the case of heterogeneous mixtures of spherical particles, this 

stratified model is practically of no use, since the distinction between the dis-

persion medium and the disperse phase is left out of consideration in this model. 
Wagner" proposed a theory of the interfacial polarization for a sparsely 

distributed dispersion of spherical particles, and showed a solution of his equation 

only for a special case of lower concentrations and the non-conductive medium. 

Afterwards the Wagner theory was extended to an ellipsoidal dispersion by 

Sillars" and Fricke." 

   On the other hand, several investigators observed dielectric dispersions due to 

the interfacial polarization in water-in-oil (W/O) type emulsions. 

   In earlier studies Sillars" found the dielectric loss tangent due to the interfa-

cial polarization for emulsions of water in wax, concentrations of the internal 

phase being less than 7% by volume. His results did not agree with the theore-
tical prediction given by Wagner. 

   Hamon" measured the dielectric loss factors of mixtures of spherical particles 

of an organic semiconductor (copper phthalocyanine) in paraffin wax, and obtained 

reasonably good agreement with the Wagner theory, volume concentrations of the 
internal phase being less than 3%. 

   Kharadly and Jackson ° observed dielectric dispersions due to the interfacial 

polarization for emulsions of polystyrene and nitrobenzene in the mixture of paraffin 
wax and polythene at concentrations up to 46%. Their theoretical analysis, which 

is similar to the Wagner theory, failed to account for the experimental results of 

the emulsions at concentrations above 20%. 

   Recently Dryden and Meakins" have reported the dielectric absorption of the 

Maxwell-Wagner type for water-in-wool wax emulsions, concentrations being less 

than 38%. Their results are insufficient for rigorous considerations of the inter-

facial polarization, since they gave no data on the real part of the dielectric 

constant. 

   More recently the author" have measured the dielectric constants and the 

conductivities of water-in-nujol emulsions over a wide range of concentration up 
to 80% and at frequencies ranging from 20cps. to 5mc. In his measurements, 

striking dielectric dispersions due to the interfacial polarization were observed at 

high frequency range above 100kc., the limiting dielectric constants at high fre- 
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quencies being expressed well by the equation of the Bruggeman  type') over the 
whole range of concentration. 

   On the contrary, few papers have been reported on the dielectric study of 

oil-in-water (0/W) type emulsions. 

   In the previous investigations,1°)w the dielectric constants and conductivities 

of nujol and carbon terachloride-in-water emulsions were measured for high concen-

trations up to 85%, and no dielectric dispersion due to the interfacial polarization 

could be observed over a frequency range of 20 cps. to 3mc. The observed dielect-

ric constants and conductivities of these O/W emulsions did not agree with the 

Wiener equation, which is a special case of the Wagner theory, and were expressed 

better by the. equation of the Bruggeman type") over the whole range of concen-

tration. 

   Up to the present, dielectric dispersions due to the interfacial polarization 

have been observed only in the W/O type emulsions as mentioned above, and no 

example of the interfacial polarization has been found in the 0/W type yet. 

   It should also be noted for characteristics of dispersion systems that O/W 

emulsions show different dielectric constants and conductivities from those of the 

W/O type with the same volume fraction of the oil. In practice, these character-

istics are often utilized as a crude measure of the determination of emulsion type 

and the detection of phase inversion.'2' 

   Although the interfacial polarization is of practical interest especially in concen-

trated emulsions, it appears to us that its theoretical treatment for a spherical 

dispersion has not been developed beyond the Wagner theory. 

   In the present paper, the author has intended to deal with the theories on the 

interfacial polarization for two-phase mixtures, especially for spherical dispersions. 

First the solution of the Maxwell theory is discussed. Next the general solution 
of the Wagner theory is derived, and is applied to some cases of emulsions. Thirdly 

a new theory of the interfacial polarization is developed, and is applied to the 

practical cases of emulsions. Finally the results of these theories are discussed 

quantitatively for some cases of practical interest. 

                         2. MAXWELL THEORY 

   A) Solution of the Maxwell Equation 

Maxwell') explained the dielectric dispersion due to the interfacial polarization 
of a heterogeneous system by means of a stratified model. He obtained the complex 

dielectric constant E* and the complex conductivity c* for a heterogeneous system 

in the stratified structure as follows: 

1 11 
      E*_.--87,6*1 (I)) sP, ~h(4                                             ) 

and 

      l==x1a;(1(h) -1- cn (I,(5) 
Rearranging, we have 
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                              &p*  &*rn*(6)                     s
p* *-6„*) 

and 

 /cp* 

 hC(7)                     tcp*11)(1C10*—tc,*). 

Inserting Eqs. (1),(2) and (3) into Eq. (6), we have 

q                                               Ep - -1Cp                                                                         c̀ ) 
                                              (8) Jo) 

sp--1-(1? p)I .q /Cp (-1) (Km, /Cp) 

If we put 

A= 607, 

B 

C 6p                                             (9) 

D= glen 

           rs + (I) (s„,— 8p) 
           K q[lc,+(15(fc,„—Kp)], 

Eq. (8) is transformed to 

C 
8* — (A +co     '(10)              (t)K 

AD+ BC jo)AC ±----.1 BD 
                                               a, 

K-1-jcoj(11) 

AD+ BC BDJ AC 
     ACK2 J 1B D    + ,•(12)  TK 

                           1+jo)- 

(AK — B J) (DJ— CK) 
    ACJKa1 BD  =•(13) j

co K •                         1+ j
co—J—                     K 

Hence Eq. (8) is rewritten in a simplified form: 

                  Ez-671 q    8* = 8n+mz(14)                     1
+30)T JO) 

                                                     ' where 

     ACSp  C h --I-(15)                         c13(6m&P) 

        8AD+ BC BDJ K = K2 

Emdcp2 + (6.20z7n2— 60)1CP9                                              (16) 
                     Dcp-F(1)(icrn,c PA2. 

                  —6--- ICI (& PICM —  712,1C /CmCD        F .(17) DCP+CD(MM/CP) 
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        El— E7c=(AK—BJ) (DJ—CK) 

 = (E?nlcPEpic,n)2`I'(1—cf')~-(18)                   [Epch(E,n-6)] ~JC7,Ci(1C„L—ICp)]2 

and 

 J EP CI) (E L EP) 1(19) 
                      K ,c7H-c1O (Km--,cp)•q• 

In a similar manner we obtain 

 NT (ICA—!Cl) ,Cil - (20) 

                                       

I-E1~.                      1H-jairq 

in which 

   BDK„ (21)                   IC,=
qn./C~n-ICp+- (ICan—Kp)--_.'               ~
11[AD+BCACK                     Klt=-LJ.....__..._ 

KmE„2 cI) (KPE,n2— ICWLEp2) (22) 
                      [sp-I-4i(Em--E5)]2 

E71 _I_ (IcpEm K,nEp) E,2,4 )   =K„c(23) 
E,n E„-I-(I) (&,a.—EP)]2' 

              1 (AK —BJ) (DJ —CK) 
                  KIC --K( 

         q - KJj 

                        (E,nlcp,EpIC,n)2cI)(1—(12)    __ (24) 
tic{-CP(K,nICp)][EP-I-4)E„)]2' 

and 

(Ich—Ki)Tq=E1—Eh .(25) 

From Eqs. (14) and (18) it is easily seen that a dielectric dispersion characterized 

by a single relaxation time arises when E nacp#EPICm. Eq. (15) -for the limiting 

dielectric constant at high frequencies En is the same as one of Wiener'sl2' 

Grenzformeln. 

   B) Approximation for Special Cases 

   We shall apply the results of the Maxwell theory to the oil-water emulsions 

which are of practical interest. Since the conductivity of the water phase is, 

generally in emulsions, much larger than that of the oil phase, Eqs. (16),(21) and 
(22) can be simplified as follows: 

   i) Case IK,n>IC), (O/W type emulsion) 

   Here Eqs. (15),(16),(21) and (22) are reduced to the following respectively: 

     8,,=Ep,,-I >EE,nE(26) I <                  (p) e 

  EL =Ep—I,(27) 
`z 1(28) 

Ic„ cl> 
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and 

/CA  __E„ -----(1-1)) .(29)                 K,n _ Ep+C13 (E,in—Ep) 

   ii) Case Kp> io,, (W/O type emulsion) 

   Here Eqs. (15),(16) (21) and (22) are reduced to the following respectively: 

                     EA,= Em.._.    E"(30)                        E
n+(I>(E Pk— Ep) 

Ea E,n ------                1 =(31) 1<I> 

1(32) 
/Cm 1-<I> 

and 

7tIt-&//b24 ,(33) 
Kp - _Ep+<I) (Em - Ep)_ 

                         3. WAGNER THEORY 

   A) General Solution of the Wagner Equation 

Wagner=' showed that, for a dispersion system where spherical particles are 

sparsely distributed throughout the dispersion medium, the complex dielectric 

constant and the complex conductivity of a heterogeneous mixture are given by 

the following expressions: 

               R—*             E>.—Ern*
.E2 

       6„*E~
~,k<I)(34)         6*H-26m 

and• 

!C*—/C1, Kp* K,n* ~~>•(35)                      -= 

                K*-F2K„L*K7,"H-2lCyn 

Rearranging, we have 

   6*ern*Ep2(I)(E,n*—Ep*)(36) 2E
m* 6p* -I (I> (E,n* — Ep*) 

and 

                      1:2K7n*Kp*-2<I> (KM* Kp*)    lc*=lc,n__(37) 
                       2K,n*17cp* <I>(K,n*—Kp*) 

   Eqs. (34) and (35) have hitherto been solved only when <I>«1 and ltn,.=0. General 

solutions of these equations are derived as shown below. 

   Inserting Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) into Eq. (36), we have 

[2En,+Ep 24)(E,,, 6p)]+ ,g [2K.+Kp 2<I>(K,n—/cp)] 

w 

   6* =En' -I—--7Cm 1_........ (38) 
[2Ept4 Ep I <[>(E,n—s7,)] -I- [2Kpc-I'Kp-I'<I>(K,2—Kp)] 7w 

If we put 
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 A—  Ent 

B=qicm 

E 28. + E p —2c1 (En— ED) (39) 

F=q[2icm-Hicp-2[(icn--icp)] 

G 6 p CI) (Em, ep) 

q[2K. + Ki, H- (1 (Km, — IC 1,)] 

Eq. (38) is transformed to 

E + 
6* —(A-1 B. jw'(40) 

G+H 

            AF+BE+ jo,AE +BF         i1co,(41) 
H+ jwG 

AF+ BE BFG AE 
    AEG1 BF              -I•-(42) 

GjcoH                     1 - - 
                  H 

Hence Eq. (38) is rewritten in a simplified form: 

                   El — En q     6* = - I-- -I-Kt(43)                 1 
+ jurr jw 

where 

                 AE2871L-I-p2C13(Em Ep)   =(44)             ItG2
Em, Ep -I- (1)(8m— 

           AF+ BE BEG 6
1=                        H2 

Sm,(2K971, H tcp) 2 [(96v— 26721,)/Cm2— 889mKpi,IC p -I- 8 mg p2] CI? 267, (Km — /CD) 2(1)2 
[2,077. itp ± (Km C p)]a 

                                               (45) 

Xl 9 (E. piCM,--7-11,/C p) fcmcl)  — c(46) [2
ICM + I) -I- (ion, — IC p)] 

      8(AH—BG)(FG— EH)          1 it= 

GIP 

9 (6 =ICI) — E piC„b) kJ> (1 — <D)                                                (47) 
[26. Ep CI) (Em — E r)][21Cm'Cp+0 (Km— /C,,)] 

and 

              G + 6p+ KE) (Em — 8p) 1 •(48)               H2
/c7ThKp4)ICp ..)q• 

In a similar manner we obtain 

      x* +jCOT(KA—KI)icoeh,(49)                  1+ j coTq 

in which 

BF21c.+Kp—2cD(lCT17,p)   Ki==(50) 
qH2K.+ Kp+ (I) (K.— K„) 
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             1 -AF +BE AEH-
         q - G G2 - 

/cm (2cm + Ep) 2 + [ (97cp — 2/cm) Em2 — 87cmE?TEp + 7cmE1,2] (I> — 2,cm (Emc — ED) 2c1>2 
[2Em+Ep-1- CI) (Ern,—Ep)]2 

                                             (51) 
Eh9(m2,87„— — icm8p) E?n<I>                                                         (52)fcmEmzI                                            )                         [2E

?n-I-E2, i <7?(Em—Ep)]2r 

             1 (AH—BG) (FG—EH)-
            /Cfl — RL = ........ __-_...- _____ -...... 

q _FIG2. 

9(ic.E2,—icp8.)243 (1<I>)                                              (53) 
                [2tcm+Kp+(I)(,cmu—/Cp)] [2Em+Ep-I-<I?(E?n—ED)]2 

and 

(7C7t-7cl)Tq= Ea—En.(54) 

   From Eqs. (43) and (47) it is easily seen that a dielectric dispersion character-
ized by a single relaxation time arises when E?nicprEp/cm.. Therefore the Cole 
and Cole plot of Eq. (43) in a complex plane is a semicircular-arc. Eq. (44) for 
the limiting dielectric constant at high frequencies E7z is the same as the Wiener 
equation' of the dielectric constant for a spherical dispersion, and Eq. (50) for 
,ci is the same as the equation of the conductivity of dispersion systems used by 
Fricke.") 

   B) Approximation for Special Cases 

   i) Case l<m»fcp (O/W type emulsion) 

   Here Eqs. (44),(46), (50) and (52) are reduced to the following repectively: 

         2E?,L f Ep 2<I> (Em —Ep)(55)              E7a=E?n2c
mSp-I-<I>(Spl,—Ep)> 

                  7ct 9Ep<I> E
i=Em, 7cmt (2+0)2 

     — (1—<I>)+9Epi >(56)               2
+o(2+0)2' 

icZ—2(1<I>)    —2 
f<I>(57)                /CM 

and 

1C7r. E7c 9E?nE24I3 

              7cm Em, [2Em 1 Ep+ <I) (Em—Ep)]2 

2Em 1 Ep-2<I>(EmEp)9 .spi> (58) 
2E?n-f Ep-1-<I>(En,---Er) [2E?n-FEp 1 <I?(En, Ep)]° 

   ii) Case >Km, (W/O type emulsion) 

   Here Eqs. (44), (46), (50) and (52) are reduced to the following respectively: 

                 2Epo±Ep2<I>(Em—Ep)  E(59)                 E
lz'°m                     2Ema+-Ep-I-<I>(Emo Ep) 

7cl 1-F 2<I>(60)          E
t?n1 —<I                         'm 
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 KL 1 +243(61) 
K., 1— 

and 

Kp _267,.+Ep+cIP (Em-6p)_ 

           4. NEW THEORY OF THE INTERFACIAL POLARIZATION 

   A) Derivation of the Basic Equation 

   The Wagner theory may not hold for the concentrated dispersions, since this 
theory was derived for a dilute dispersion system. 

   Now we assume that the Wagner relation (34) holds for the infinitesimal 

process such that an infinitesimally small quantity of the disperse phase is added 
to the dispersion system. Namely, for such an infinitesimally additional process, 

, e* and cI1 in Eq. (34) should be replaced as follows: 

                                          dci)       6
„L*>>                6*, 6*6*-I-46*, <I» 1 — c~ 

where 46* denotes an increment of 6* associated with an infinitesimal addition 
of the disperse phase, and cf3' means the volume fraction of the disperse phase in 
this additional process. Therefore we obtain, for the relation between de* and 4P', 

26*+6p* 46* (dc_63)            3
6*(6*-6„*) 1—(I)'' 

This mathematical procedure is similar to that employed by Bruggeman,°' who 
derived the equation of the dielectric constant for a concentrated dispersion com-

posed of non-conductive materials. 
   By succession of these infinitesimally additional processes given by Eq. (63), 

the system will reach the final concentration cO and dielectric constant 6*. Hence 
we obtain, as a basic equation of 6*,         

- 2E*+ep*—dcJ>' 
          k8 2,*)d6*==log(1—d)).(64) 

1' If the volume of the dispersion medium and the disperse phase are denoted by Vp, and V0, 
   respectively, the volume fraction ch' of the disperse phase is given by 

                            dY=..-..-VP._  Vm Vp• 
   When a small quantity 4V„ of the disperse phase is added to the dispersion system, a 

   quantity (I) in Eq. (34) is expressed by 
dVp ---               C 

                 (Vn+Vp) + dVp • 
   Differentiating (I)' with respect to V5, we obtain 

                   dVp(V,,,+Vp) —V54Vp                 4(131TT                          (
Y 010 + V,,)2 

V,. dVp —(1—cI~)cl~.                         V~,r,-FVp•Vna + Vp 
   Accordingly 

/Cp' 
1 --(13”  . 
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                     <-.:, (:.„;-,„)zp rzz/ _ZZ/ZZ/Z,(////// 
/7, I aP (,P,TP ) 

c 

1E 
     rP~_-.__T,„ -- ° ~,~) 1~n (a" T 

   0  -,,,, p a",aP _ 
Real PartNeal Part 

    (a)(b) 
            Case of 0/W type emulsionsCase of W/0 type emulsions 

               Fig. 1 Complex plane of the complex dielectric constant E*. 

   Let us consider in Fig. 1 a complex plane of E*, its abscissa and ordinate 
denoting the real part r and the imaginary part y respectively. A complex integral 
of the left side of Eq. (64) is integrated along a certain contour C from E,n* to E* 
in the complex plane shown in Fig. 1. 

   A contour C is determined by the correlation between E and y at each stage 
in a series of successive additions. Hence we can not know a priori an analytical 
representation of the contour C. 

   B) Evaluation of the Complex Integral1o) 

   A function 

    fE*2E*E1,* 1I165        C)3E* (E*—E,*)3E*6*— 6„*() 

has two poles, E* =0 and E* =r ,*. One pole E* =0 is the origin of the complex 

plane shown in Fig. 1. Where is the other pole E* =E„*, is still uncertain. 
   If we consider the actual cases of emulsions, it may be probable that the 

conductivity of the dispersion system K is higher than that of the oil phase, and 
is lower than that of the water phase. Such physical meanings are expressed, in 

part, by the following relations: 

is>icp>0 when Pcfc>ica, (for the O/W type) (66) 

and 

         K1,>/c>0 when K„i- C,n (for the W/O type), (67) 

in other words, 

7>7,>0 when y.>-y„ (Fig. 1(a), O/W type) (68) 

and 

7„>7>0 when 7p>y„L (Fig. 1(b), W/O type). (69) 

   On these assumptions, it is shown that there exists no pole of the function 

f(E*) given by Eq. (65) in a certain domain bounded by the contour C and a 

straight contour E,n*E* from E,,,,* to E*, the function f(e*) being regular in such 
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domain. Therefore it is proved by the use of Cauchy's theorem") that the integral 

of f(r*) along the contour C is equal to that along the contoure„,,*).6* 

   Points z* on the straight contour 6.* 6* from 6.* to 6* are given by 

Zwz*-- Em,* + X (6* — x[0, 1].(70) 

Hence we have 

    dz* = (6* — em,*)dx.(71) 

Thus the complex integral shown in Eq. (64) is easily evaluated as follows: 

                                               E* 

f(e*) de* = f(6) de* = f (z*) dz*(72) 
     E.*.(C) e* — ern,*e*E.* 

e* 

- 3
z* 1- z* — 62,* _ "S' 

Em* 

                         11 
     *dx                0-3(x)—821*+                         *—-6* — 

.* 

                 =3log( s*-I-log (6* —6,*Emssp*)(73) 
Accordingly we obtain the following equation, which is the Bruggeman equation") 
extended to the complex numbers 

6* __ p* ( 6m* 1/3 (i) (74) 
          E—&6*)           ?fl

Here each factor in Eq. (74) is transformed as 

6* 6^*=[(6-6p)z-P- (ry — p) uz • exp( — j)'(75) 

66s—p —•[(6.—p)2-I-(ry 7 209' • exp(— j tan-J-772" ,(76) 
s„,*= 7.2) "2 • exp( — j tan--' )(77) 

and 

6* ---- (E0+)012. 7)012. exp( — j tan--' 7s .(78) 
Substitution of Eqs. (75), (76), (77) and (78) in Eq. (74) and separation of real and 

imaginary parts give 

E (8- &20"+ (7- 7 p) (8.2+ =                                                    79 
         — Spr(7=-72))2](ez + 72)1'() 

and 

         tan-16,...7"'E",)(,7"i7"),(E"'-8,9)(7— 7•7)(80 c)          cm-Fpl .E9n—,                                                  p— 7p) l7m,— 7 p I • 
Two Eqs. (79) and (80) are the general conditions to give 6 and ' or 
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Eq. (80) is rewritten in a simplified form: 

79n, 
X(3—X2) — 1-3X2(81) 1 + 7: • 8 

where 

7.— 7p 7-7p 

           X = 6m— 62, 6— 82,                                              (82) 
                 +T 7p 7 — 72)                        — 62, 6— 62, 

Moreover, Eq. (81) is rearranged as follows: 

(E7m-89dY) (6— 6 29)(62Th— (5m5 p) + 710 (T 7n— 7 P) 

1(s — SP) (Em E 1') -F (7 —7p) (7m — 7p)} — 3 {(s— 8p) (7m— 7 P) 
— (7 — 7p) (8m — Eli)} 

= (66,Th + 77,p)[(8 p) (79n, 7p) — (7 — 7p) (8m Sp)] 

x [31(6— sp) (8=-4) + (7 7 P) (7,7 .012 — (8 — &P) (79n— P) 
— — 7.20 (6m — Ey)}(83) 

   C) Approximation for Special Cases 

   i) Limiting values of S and K at high and low frequencies. 

   From Eqs. (79) and (81), we have the following relatins on 6p, icp, 8g and /CI 

respectively, regardless of the emulsion type, 0/W and W/O: 

   At high frequencies (a)--> 52,>,-yp and 5>7.) 

sh—s, ( en, r 
                                             (84) E

p 
            - 3 1 

3-Km,—IC2,/Cp    -(85) 5
2)577 6)))511— 62) J 

   At low frequencies (6)—.0, ry„, >> p > 62, and 7 > 6.) 

Si — 3 1 = 3- ern, — EDsp                                              (86) 
           -KZ — KpKZ - KM— Kp — p -1671t 

      ICI—K2'(KW')1/31-1).(87) 
               Km,—IC pKz 

   Eq. (84) is the same as the Bruggeman equation') of the dielectric constant 

for a spherical dispersion. 

   ii) Case Km, (0/W type emulsion) 

   Here Eqs. (84), (85), (86) and (87) are reduced to 

67,-6„ 5m )1/a 1—ct) ,(88) 69.-82) Si, 

            /CA 67/ (67, — 6p) (26,,,, En)                                              (89) 
E gp,(E — E p) (28 + p) 

Ki[36 )Km, + (26m-38 p) Kl]                                              (90) 
'cm(2'ci-F K2)) 

and 
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 ZCZ—/Cn KM \" 
KM, , /Z. 

Especially if it is admissible to putICIICp, Eqs. (90) and (91) are reduced to 

2Ez-3En =(1q„)3/2(92) 
2E„,— 36 , 

and 
ICI _=(1—(p) .(93) 
ICm,, 

   iii) Case Kp >>/C (W/O type emulsion) 

   Here Eqs. (84), (85), (86) and (87) are reduced to 

   6P—Eh (Ern' 1"(94) 
                                    1—(l', E

r—E,n Es 

Kit  3E71,(E~~—E~,)(95) 
                kn (61, -I- (rn—E~~) 

KZ(K„ KZ)(96) 
Et = Ev,a                K(/Ca+2KZ) 

and 
/C1, — KLKqn,)1/3 
            ICp\// 

Especially if it is admissible to put K7,»KZ, Eqs. (96) and (97) are reduced to 

I(98)E
a=Evn                (1--c0 

and 
Kt1(99) 
Kyn, (1—(h);t 

             5. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR SOME CASES 

   A) Usual Emulsions 

   Almost all emulsions used in practice are made from the oil phase having a 
low conductivity and a low dielectric constant. In this section, the numerical 
considerations are made for such oil-water emulsions, in which the dielectric con-
stants of the oil and the water phases are taken to be 2.50 and 76.8 (values at 
30°C) respectively. 

   i) Maxwell theory 

   In Table 1 and in Fig. 2 are shown the theoretical values and curves obtained 
respectively from Eqs. (26)-(33). 

   According to the Maxwell theory based on the stratified model, the dielectric 

properties of the O/W emulsions is the same as those of the W/O type with the 
same volume fraction of the oil, since no distinctions are made between the 
continuous medium and the disperse phase of emulsions. Therefore the Maxwell 
theory is unable to explain the experimental fact that considerable changes in 
dielectric constants and conductivities take place on phase inversion of emulsions. 
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   It will be noticed from Table 1 and Fig. 2 that both differences between st and 

s, and between k, and KY are very large at higher concentrations above 90% for 

the W/O type, whereas these differences are very large at lower concentrations 

(<I)->0) for the 0/W type. Such a theoretical result concerning the O/W type 

contradicts our experiences remarkably. Thus the Maxwell theory is also of no 

use to explain the experimental fact that dielectric dispersions due to the inter-

facial polarization could not be found in O/W emulsions, whereas such dispersions 

could be observed in W/O emulsions. Moreover sn and ,Ct given by Eqs. (26), (28), 

(30) and (32) show no agreement with experimental values of emulsions. 

   Therefore it is concluded that the Maxwell theory is not valid qualitatively 

for the interfacial polarization of a spherical dispersion. 

        Table 1. Dielectric constants and electrical conductivities of the 0/W and 
               the W/0 emulsions calculated from the Maxwell theory. 

O/W emulsion 

  VolumeDielectricRelative 
  fractionconstantconductivity 
 of dispersest,c,,,ct . 

 phaseKM vk7'     b
yby 

`I' E
q. (26)Eq. (27) Eq. (29)Eq. (28) 

  0.0 76.80 on 1.000000 1.0 
   0.05 30.8950.00 0.153720.00 0.95 

0.1 19.3425.00 0.057051.0.00 0.9 
   0.15 14.0716.67 0.028536.667 0.85 
   0.2 11.0612.50 0.016595.000 0.8 

0.37.7458.333 0.0071193.333 0.7 
   0.45.9596.250 0.0036122.500 0.6 
   0.54.8425.000 0.0019882.000 0.5 
   0.64.0784.167 0.0011281.667 0.4 

0.73.5223.571 0.00063101.429 0.3 
   0.83.1003.125 0.00032581.250 0.2 
   0.85 2.9242.941 0.00021751.176 0.15 
   0.92.7682.778 0.00012991.11.1 0.1 
   0.95 2.6272.632 0.000058511.053 0.05 
   1.02.5002.500 0.000000001.000 0.0 

........_.___---.. 

E LSicn,ct(9 ........... 
lip,t92 
      bybyVolume 

             Eq. (30)Eq. (31) Eq. (33)Eq. (32) fraction 
              DielectricRelativeof disperse 

             constantconductivityphase 

                                                        W/0 emulsion __ _..--- 

                            ( 354 )
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                        Volume Fraction of Disperse Phase, (I) 

           Fig.2. Concentration dependence of dielectric constants En and El for 
              the O/W and the W/O emulsions given by the Maxwell theory. 

   ii) Wagner theory 

   In Tables 2, 3 and Fig. 3 are shown the theoretical values and curves obtained 

respectively from Eqs. (55)-(62). 

   It will be noticed from Tables 2,3 and Fig. 3 that both differences between El 
and E,, and between z,, and K./ are very small over the whole renge of concentra-

tion for the O/W type, whereas these differences are very large at higher concen-

trations of the W/O type. Hence it is expected from the general solution of the 

Wagner equation that the dispersions of dielectric constants and conductivities 

are too small to be observed in 0/W emulsions and are considerable in W/0 

emulsions. 

   In fact, no dielectric dispersion due to the interfacial polarization could be 

found in 0/W emulsions,lo"iu whereas several workers observed the dielectric 

dispersions of this type in W/0 emulsions as mentioned in the introduction. 

   Furthermore it is explained from Tables 2, 3 and Fig. 3 that the considerable 
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          changes of 87, and ICI may occur on phase inversion of emulsions. 

            However it has been recognized in the previous study")") that the observed 

         dielectric constants and conductivities of O/W emulsions do not agree with Eqs. 

         (55) and (57) especially at higher concentrations, and that the observed 6e of 
         W/O emulsions do not agree with Eq. (59). 

                    Table 2. Dielectric constants and electrical conductivities of the O/W 
                              emulsion calculated from the Wagner theory. 

             Volume fractionDielectric constantElectrical conductivity 
      of disperse5 ,~tICAICI 

    phasek7,bx,n 
      byby 

0E
q. (55)Eq. (56) Eq. (58)Ep. (57) 

0.076.8076.801.00001.0000 
0.166.3366.340.85720.8571 
0.256.7756.780.72740.7273 
0.348.0148.020.60890.6087 
0.439.9539.960.50020.5000 
0.532.5132.520.4002,0.4000 
0.625.6225.630.30780.3077 
0.719.2219.230.22230.2222 
0.813.2613.270.14290.1429 
0.8510.4410.440.10530.1053 
0.97.7027.704 0.069000.06897 
0.955.0585.060 0.033920.03390 
1.02.5002.500 0.000000.00000 

                    Table 3. Dielectric constants and electrical conductivities of the W/O 
                            emulsion calculated from the Wagner theory. 

            Volume fraction Dielectric constantRelative conductivity 
       of disperseEA51Iceica __ 

   phaseicyIOn 
      byby 

`1'E
q. (59)Eq. (60) Eq. (62)Eq. (61) 

0.02.5002.5000.0000001.000 
0.13.2493.3330.001017 '1.333 
0.24.1654.3750.0025111.750 
0.35.3095.7140.0047652.286 
0.46.7807.5000.0082953.000 
0.58.74010.000.014114.000 
0.611.4813.750.024365.500 
0.715.5920.000.044378.000 
0.822.4432.500.0900113.00 
0.8527.9145.000.137518.00 
0.936.0970.000.227128.00 
0.9549.70145.00.424958.00 
1.076.80oo1.0000oo 
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          Fig. 3. Concentration dependence of dielectric constants Ea and Ei for 
               the 0/W and the W/0 emulsions given by the Wagner theory. 

   Therefore it is concluded that, in the case of usual emulsions of both O/W 

and W/O type, the Wagner theory is not valid quantitatively for the interfacial 

polarization of a spherical dispersion. 

  iii) New theory 

   In Tables 4, 5 and Fig. 4 are shown the theoretical values and curves obtained 

respectively by Eqs. (88)-(99). 

   As is easily known from the assumptions used, Eqs. (92), (93),(98) and (99) do 

not hold in the vicinity of cI>=1. Since the function f(E*) is not regular at 

E;=Ez,*, the results of the present theory are not valid at c11=1. Hence, in the 

lowest rows (c1)=1) of Tables 4 and 5 are shown the limiting values given by Eqs. 

(90), (91), (96) and (97) at higher concentrations (0-4). 
   Tables 4, 5 and Fig. 4 show that 0/W emulsions give different dielectric consta-

nts and conductivities from those of the W/0 type with the same volume fraction 

of the oil phase. Thus the considerable changes in the dielectric properties on 
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         phase inversion of emulsions can be interpreted by the present theory. 
            It will be noticed from Tables 4, 5 and Fig. 4 that both differences between  Et 

          and Eh and between KA and Kt are very small over the whole range of concentra-

         tion for 0/W emulsions, whereas these differences are very large at higher 
         concentrations of W/0 emulsions. Therefore it is concluded from the present theory 

                     Table 4. Dielectric constants and electrical conductivities of the O/W 
                            emulsion calculated from the new theory. 

             Volume fractionDielectric constantRelative conductivity 
                of disperse 8 4EtK,,Kt_ 

   phaseIC=/CM 
      byby 

`1'E
q. (88)Eq. (92) Eq. (89)Eq. (93) 

         0.076.8076.80 1.00001.0000 
0.166.1166.12 0.85390.8538 

         0.256.0056.02 0.71580.7155 
0.346.5046.54 0.5861.0.5857 

         0.437.6537.70 0.46540.4648 
0.529.5129.58 0.35440.3536 

         0.622.1322.23 0.25410.2530 
         0.715.6015.75 0.16590.1643 
         0.810.0410.28 0.091750.08944 

0.857.6717.994 0.060820.05809 
0.95.6056.060 0.034730.03162 

          0.953.8734.567 0.014190.01118 
          1.02.5002.500 0.00000-- Kp/K„p 

                     Table 5. Dielectric constants and electrical conductivities of the W/O 
                              emulsion calculated from the new theory. 

             Volume fractionDielectric constantRelative conductivity 
      of disperseEhE t ,c,,ct. 

   phaseICp,cm 
      byby 

(j)E
q. (94)Eq. (98) Eq. (95)Eq. (99) 

         0.02.5002.500 0.0000001.000 
         0.13.3173.429 0.0013121.372 
         0.24.4994.883 0.0042311.953 

0.36.2427.289 0.010562.915 
         0.48.85211.57 0.024024.630 
         0.512.7920.00 0.051908.000 
        0.618.6939.06 0.107015.63 

0.727.3392.59 0.208437.04 
         0.839.51312.5 0. 3789125.0 

0.8547.14740.7 0.4966296.3 
         0.955.872500.0.63861000. 

         0.9565.7520000.0.80628000. 
1.076.800.01.0000- /c,,/Km 
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                        Volume Fraction of Disperse Phase, 
           Fig. 4. Concentration dependence of dielectric constants &a and Ez for 

                the 0/W and the W/0 emulsions given by the new theory. 

that the dispersions of dielectric constants and conductivities are too small to be 
observed in O/W emulsions and are considerable in W/O emulsions. 

   Strictly speaking, the differences between rl and Eh for O/W emulsions are 

rather appreciable at very high concentrations above 90%, where it may be dif-

ficult to prepare actual emulsions. 

   In the previous dielectric measurements")") of 0/W emulsions over a wide 

range of frequency, no dielectric dispersion due to the interfacial polarization 
could be observed, and the dielectric contants and the conductivities were express-

ed well by Eqs. (88) and (93) respectively for concentrations up to 85%. 

   Recently Rue and Tobias18) have observed conductivities of suspensions of 

glass beads in ZnBr, solutions, concentrations of the disperse phase being less 
than 40%. It was found from their results that the dependence of the conductivity 

of random suspensions on volume fraction is expressed better by Eq. (93) rather 

than by Eq. (57). 

   In more recent dielectric measurements') of W/0 emulsions over a wide range 
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of frequency, striking dielectric dispersions due to the interfacial polarization were 

observed in accordance with the prediction from the new the ory, the limiting 

dielectric constants at high frequencies  6,,, being expressed well by Eq. (94) for 
concentrations up to 80%0. 

   Therefore it is concluded that, in the case of usual emulsions, the new theory 

is valid quantitatively for the values of E and of 0/W emulsions and the values 

of E,t of W/O emulsions. 

   B) Nitrobenzene-Water Emulsions 

   In the preceding section, it was concluded from both the Wagner and the new 

theory that the differences between Ei and Eh are very small over the whole 

range of concentration for the usual emulsions of the O/W type. Such a conclusion 

concerning the differences between Ea and Eh for the O/W emulsions are attribu-
table to the approximate equality between the expression of Ea and that of E,, 

for smaller values of E,,. Namely, Eq. (56) and Eq. (55) lead to 

               160 

               140 

120; ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

               100 

c 
U 

so 
41 

60 ---- 

                  Aid40 -41111 --"111111111. 
 20 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

0 
        W/N 0 0.2 0.4 0.60.8 1.0 

N/W LO 0.8 0.6 0.40.20 
                        Volume Fraction of Disperse Phase, (I) 

        Fig. 5. Concentration dependence of dielectric constants E,,, and 6a for the 
nitrobenzene-in-water and the water-in-nitrobenzene emulsions given 

             by the Maxwell theory. 
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         Fig. 6. Concentration dependence of dielectric constants Eh and &z for 
                 the nitrobenzene-in-water and the water-in-nitrobenzene emulsions 

               given by the Wagner theory. 

2(1-4>) — -(100) Ez - 871E....—C7c 2
+0 

and Eq. (92) and Eq. (88) lead to 

cz-8„,(1—(13)3/a~67,,(101) 

respectively for smaller values of Ep. 

   Accordingly it is suggested that another conclusion may be drawn for the 
case of oil phase having a high dielectric constant such as nitrobenzene. 

   In this section, the numerical considerations are made for emulsions of the 

nitrobenzene-in-water (N/W) type and the water-in-nitrobenzene (W/N) type, in 

which the conductivity of water is much higher than that of nitrobenzene, the 

dielectric constants of nitrobenzene and water being taken to be 35.15 and 78.0 

(values at 20°C) respectively. 
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           Fig. 7. Concentration dependence of dielectric constants 67, and El for 
                 the nitrobenzen-in-water and the water-in-nitrobenzene emulsions 

               given by the new theory. 

   i) Maxwell theory 

   Fig. 5 shows the theoretical curves of E7,, and Ez calculated from Egs. (26), 

(27). (30) and (31). 
   It will be seen that the differences between Ea and E,,, are very large for both 

the N/W and the W/N type. The theoretical result that these differences for the 

N/W type are very large at lower concentrations (4).--->0), is not valid for the 
actual emulsions. 

   ii) Wagner theory 

Fig.& shows the theoretical curves of Ei, and Ei calculated from Egs. (55),(56). 

(59)and (60). 
   It will be seen that the differences between d1 and E,, are very small over the 

whole range of concentration for the N/W type, whereas these differences are 

very large for the W/N type. Hence it is expected from the Wagner theory that 
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               A-in-B and the B-in-A emulsions given by the Maxwell theory. 
                    Phase A: dielectric constant 2.5, high conductivity. 

                    Phase B: dielectric constant 76.8, low conductivity. 

the dielectric dispersions are too small to be observed in N/W emulsions and are 

considerable in W/N emulsions. 
   According to the dielectric measurements'" on nitrobenzene-in-water emulsions, 

striking dielectric dispersions due to the interfacial polarization were observed 

contrary to the expectation from the Wagner theory. 

   Therefore it is concluded that the Wagner theory is not valid qualitatively 
for the interfacial polarization of N/W emulsions. 

   iii) New theory 

Fig. 7 shows the theoretical curves of E,, and 8z calculated from Eqs. (88),(92), 

(94) and (98). 
   It will be seen that the differences between el and E,, are very large not only 

for the W/N type but also for the N/W type at higher concentrations. Hence it is 

expected from the new theory that the dielectric dispersions may be found even 
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                    Phase B: dielectricc onstant 76.8, low conductivity. 

in N/W emulsions, which is a kind of O/W type emulsions. 

   In the recent dielectric measurementsl°' of N/W emulsions, striking dielectric 
dispersions due to the interfacial polarization were observed in accordance with 

the prediction from the new theory, the limiting dielectric constants at high 

frequencies Ea being expressed well by Eq. (88). 

   Therefore it is concluded that the new theory is valid qualitatively for the 

interfacial polarization of N/W emulsions. 

   C) Two-Phase Mixtures of Special Type 

   As seen from the considerations shown in the foregoing sections, the charac-

teristics of the dielectric dispersion depend strongly on the relationship among 

dielectric constants and conductivities of the dispersion medium and the disperse 

phase. This section deals with, in contrast with the case of usual emulsions, the 
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      special mixtures composed of two phases, one (Phase A) having both a low dielec-

     tric constant and a high conductivity, the other (Phase B) having both a high 

      dielectric constant and a low conductivity. 

         Fig. 8, 9 and 10 show the theoretical curves of Eh and Ez calculated from the 

      Maxwell, the Wagner and the new theory respectively. As regards the numerical 
      calculations of sz, and Ez, approximate relations for the case of x„>k„, are applied 

      to the A/B type, and those for the case of>>top are applied to the B/A type, 

      in which the dielectric constants of the phase A and the phase B are taken to be 
      2.5 and 76.8 respectively. 

         Considerable differences between Ez and EA are found in each of Fig. 8, 9 and 

      10. Hence the pronounced dielectric dispersions are expected from each theory. 

      It is hoped to examine the validity of these theoretical predictions in the light of 
      results observed in a variety of two-phase mixtures. 
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                            6. CONCLUSIONS 

   The general solutions of the Maxwell and the Wagner theory were derived, the 

dielectric dispersions being found to be characterized by single relaxation time. 

The general solution of the new theory are not obtained yet, the type of the 

dielectric dispersion being unknown. 

   Table 6 summarizes the results of theoretical considerations. 

   The Maxwell theory is of no use for the dispersion systems composed of the 

continuous medium and the disperse phase, though this theory may be valid for 

the two-phase mixtures in a stratified structure. The Wagner theory is valid 

qualitatively for the usual emulsions, being of no use for nitrobenzene-in-water 

emulsions. The new theory is valid not only for the usual emulsions but also for 

nitrobenzene-in-water emulsions. 

          Table 6. Comparison of the theories on the interfacial polarization for 
                   two-phase mixtures. 

                        Maxwell theory Wagner theory New theory 

General expressionEq. (4)Eq. (34)Eq. (74) 

Expression of  EnWiener's Grenzforrnel Wiener's equationBruggeman's equation 

Model of theDilutedispersion ofConcentrated 
heterogeneous structureStratified structurespherical particlesdispersion of                                                                 spherical particles 

Distinction between 
the continuous mediumNoYesYes 
and the disperse phase 

Change in dielectric 
properties on phaseNoYesYes 
inversion 

Type of the dielectric Single relaxation Single relaxationUnknown 
dispersion 

Condition necessary for E i/zn+En/~,nE„rKr+Enic.Unknown dielectric dispersion 

Dielectric dispersion 

     in usual emulsions 

0/WPronouced at lower Negligibly smallNegligibly small concentrations 

       W/OPronounced at higher PronoucedPronounced concentrations 

     in nitrobenzene-water 
     emulsions 

     N/WPronounced Very smallPronounced 

      W/NPronounced PronouncedPronounced 

     in two-phase mixture 
    of a special type 

     A/BPronounced PronouncedPronounced 

     B/APronounced PronouncedPronounced 
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